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We show that the quasiparticle states found in a self-consistent Born approximation for the spin-fermion modeł which describes CuO2 planes agree
well with experimental data in insulating Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 . It is found that the
antiferromagnetic correlations are reduced in the neighbourhood of a moving oxygen hole and the correlation functions can exhibit similar dipolar
distortions as reported in the context of the t J model.
—

PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 75.10.-b, 74.72.—h, 79.60.-i

Recent angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements
of insulating Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 [1, 2] showed a strongly k-dependent quasiparticle (QP)
peak, representing a coherent propagation of Zhang—Rice (ZR) singlets [3] coexisting with strongly k-dependent higher energy oxygen bands. These experiments
stimulated theoretical investigations of the QP states in the t—J model with extended hoppings [4] and using more realistic Hamiltonians [5, 6] describing the
motion of a single carrier in a two-dimensional antiferromagnet. To calculate the
spectral properties of the entire oxygen-like valence band we consider below a realistic charge-transfer (CT) model which takes into account Cu(3d x2-ρ2) and all
in-plane oxygen orbitals O(2ρ σ 2Ρ π ) playing a dominant role in CuO2 planes.
The π-oxygen states (hybridized with the σ ones) were included as they were also
observed with a strong momentum dependence at higher energies in the ARPES
experiment by Pothuizen et al. [2].
Recently Reiter [7] has derived a wave function for a single hole in the t—J
model to all orders in the number of excited magnons in the antiferromagnetic (AF)
background which is exact in the self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA) [8].
With the help of the explicit form of the QP wave function corresponding to the
SCBA we can calculate various correlation functions relative to the position of
the oxygen hole. Such functions and the correlation functions around a hole were
investigated within t—J and t—Jz models by Ramśak and Horsch [9]. Here we
extend their study to the case of oxygen hole in the spin-fermion model.
In the limit of weak Cu—O hybridization (t p d) as compared with the Coulomb
repulsive energy at copper sites (U) and the CT energy (Δ), i.e., | pd| f< U and
|tpd | « Δ, we derived an effective Hamiltonian. Following the procedure described
,
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in more detail in Ref. [6] after Fourier and Bogoliubov transformations one finds
in the linear spin-wave (LSW) order the effective Hamiltonian of the form

Εμ (k) are the oxygen subbands and Μμ v(k, q) is the hole—magnon vertex depending
on the coefficient of the Bogoliubov transformation for bosons {u q , v q }, and for
fermions {%,(k)}.
The Green function is determined in the SCBA by the hole self-energy obtained from the bare vertex and the self-consistently dressed Green function

With the help of the Green function, we can obtain the Reiter wave function
[7, 91 which in our model has the following form:

with the momentum ki = k — q 1 — ... —qi and energy ωi = εk — (ω q1 — ... — ω g ,
conservation satisfied by each term. The QP energy is determined by εi(k) =
P stands for the QP spectral weight.
WΕai(k)+nΣ,εkd
The numerical calculations were conducted on 26 x 26 and 34 x 34 lattices
with torroidal boundary conditions. The results were obtained for the realistic parameters of CuO2 planes in high-Τc superconductors, as derived from the electronic
structure calculations [10]: t ρd = 1.4, U = 10, and = 5.0 (all in eV). The
spin waves were calculated for the superexchange interaction J = 0.15 eV [11]. We
also included a realistic 2pσ(π) — 2 pσ(π) oxygen hopping element t = 0.4 eV [2]
and assumed t'pp = t,,,/2 between 2pσ(,) — 2 pπ(σ) neighbouring orbitals.
The coupling of a moving hole to the spin background changes the spectral
function in a drastic way. Instead of band-like features due to the oxygen hole
which moves only over 2p orbitals (Fig. 1a), one finds nondispersive bound states
at low energies (Fig. 1b). The main features seen in the experiment of Pothuizen
et al. [2] are well reproduced by the present model calculation (see Fig. 1b). Close
to the (π/2, π/2) point the ZR bound states build up with the asymmetry of their
intensity around the point (π/2, π/2). Approaching the (π, π) point we have found
2p π coherent band-like states at ω —2.4 eV in agreement with the symmetry
considerations (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [2]).
ß
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Fig. 1. The electronic spectral functions for (a) the oxygen hole without Cu—O interactions (including only direct 2p-2p hoppings) and (b) in the SCBA for the realistic
parameters along the (0, 0)—(π, π) direction. Solid and dashed lines stand for states with
σ and π symmetry, respectively. The broadening (a) c = 0.03 and (b) ε = 0.015 is used.

Fig. 2. Spin deviations around the hole, NR, calculated at the QP-band minimum at
k = (0.45π, 0.45π) for the realistic parameters of CuO2 planes.

In Fig. 2 we display the distribution of bosons around the oxygen hole,
NRi↑= (n0b †i↑(↓) ( ↓ ) b
), where n 0 is the oxygen hole density operator and bit(!)
are bosonic operators for Cu spins. The spin polaron formed around the hole is
extended in the (11) direction of the hole momentum, reflecting the asymmetry of
the QP band energy. This asymmetry is similar to that found before for the t—J
model [9]. Different spatial structure of the polaron, which extends instead in the
(10) and (01) directions, was found for smaller CT elements.
Finally, in Fig. 3 we present the spin—spin correlation function, CR =
(n0(SiSj)), and the bond spin currents, jzR = (n0(Si x Sj)z), where Si is the
copper spin operator. AF correlations are reduced but persist in the vicinity of
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Fig. 3. CR (a) and jzR (b) correlation functions as a function of the superexchange
interaction J calculated at the QP-band minimum at k = (0.45π, 0.45π). The inset in
(a) shows the labels of Cu-Cu bonds for which the data are shown (o are the copper
sites). The hole is located at oxygen in the centre of bond 1.

the oxygen hole. Both correlation functions are weaker than in the t—J model due
to the oxygen hoppings which diffuse the compensation cloud around the moving
hole. In summary, we have shown that our spectra reproduce the experimental
results reported for Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 . The spin polarons are more extended and characterized by weaker spin fluctuations around the hole than in the t—J model.
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